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1. Introduction 
In this note we want to solve the so-called inverse scattering 
problem of an abstract dissipativo scatterirs theory. Such а 
scattering theory was created in Гб,71 and con be understood 
as an extension of the well-known scattering theory of self-
adjoint operators [2] to maximal dissipative operators. The 
necessity of this generalization arises from the fact that 
in many scattering systems we have to do with dissipation of 
energy. To include such dissipation effects maximal dissipative 
operators are often used. An extensive reasoning concerning 
this subject can be found in [3]-

In [6,7] it is assumed that both perturbed and free evo
lutions are governed by maximal dissipative operators which in 
general are defined on different separable Hilbert spaces. The 
comparison of the different evolutions is established by bounded 
identification operators. The notion of the wave and scattering 
operators is introduced. Summarizing it can be said that in 
[6,7] the so-called direct scattering problem of maximal dis
sipative operators was posed and solved on an abstract operator-
theoretical level. 

But every direct scattering problem yield3 the so-called 
inverse scattering problem. In general this means to restore 
the perturbed or full evolution knowing the free evolutions and 
the scattering operator. But this setting of the inverse pro
blem immediately implies three further problems, 
(i ) We must know the set of possible scattering operators for 

a given scattering theory, 
(ii ) We have to indicate a certain algorithm allowing one to re

store the full evolution, 
(ill) We have to describe all full evolutions which solve 



the inverse problem or, if it is possible,to show that 
the solution is unique in a certain class of admissible 
full evolutionв. 
Problems of this kind can be posed in a concrete manner , 

for instance,for ordinary and partial differential operators, 
or in a more abstract manner, for instance, formulating the pro
blem in a certain operator-theoretical language. The Inverse 
problems of the Lax-Phillips scattering theory with and without 
dissipation £l,4,10j belong to the last class, for example. We 
call problems of that type abstract Inverse scattering problems. 

For the scattering theory of selfadjoint operators [2] 
the abstract inverse scattering problem was solved by M.Wol-
lenberg [2,14,15] who answered all three problems (i) - (ill). 
Naturally, the question arises to find a solution of the In
verse problem in the scattering theory of maximal dlsslpatire 
operators. Such attempts were undertaken in [8,9]. In [9] con
sidering unitary free evolutions it was shown that every inter
twining contraction of these unitary free groups obeying some 
obvious properties can be regarded as a scattering operator of 
a dlssipative scattering theory. In such a way the problems 
(i) and (ii) were solved. 

In this paper we do a furhter step allowing that tree 

evolutions are contraction semigroups. In this setting we 
solve (i) and (ii). The problem (ill) is not considered. In 
order to use the definitions and notions ot f13l we prefer con
tractions instead of maximal dlssipative operators. This means, 
we replace the one-parameter contraction semigroups used in 
[8,9] by power semigroups of single contractions. 

It Is found that not every intertwining contraction of 
two contractions can be regarded as a scattering operator of a 
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dlsslpative scattering theory. To this end it is necessary 
that the intertv/ir.ing contraction fulf3 la воле additional 
properties. Applying this result to special free evolutions 
wc obtain that the class of contractive Hank el operators can 
be viewed as scattering operators. Moreover, this implies the 
possibility that the scattering operator can be compact, for 
instance, nuclear which was forbidden for unitary free evolu
tions. At the end, we give an application to the so-called 
Lax-Phillips scattering theory with losses restoring a re
sult of B.b.Pavlov Pl2] in a quite different way. 

2. Preliminaries 
Let T be a contraction on the separable Hilbert space % . By 
U we denote the minimal unitary dilation ot T defined on the 
dilation space "Xi, "H & % . In accordance with [13,chapter II] 
we can introduce the residual and dual residual subspaces 
% and 1 Ж of U. Taking into account Proposition 3.1 of 
[13,chapter II] we obtain that the orthogonal projections 
P-j, and P-j, from % onto TRi and ТЬМ admit the representation 

(2.1 ) E. - s-lim U° P w 0" n 

and 

(2.2 ) P„ - s-llm U"n P„ IT0 , 
** n-»+» 

where P H denotes the orthogonal projection from "K onto 3€. 
The residual and dual residual subspaces reduce the uni

tary operator U. We denote the residual and dual residual 
parts of И by R and R„, i.e. R « UfR and R„ = IHTR.,. 
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Remark 2.1. It Is quite possible that the residual or the 
dual residual or both subspaces are zero. For instance, 
•й*= {0} if and only if T n-»0 strongly as n->+«>, i.e. T £ C 0 . 

In accordance with Theorem 3.2 of [13,chapter I] every 
contraction can be canonically decomposed into a unitary part 
and a completely non-unitary part. In the following 
the subspace performed by the orthogonal sum of the absolutely 
continuous subspace of the unitary part and the completely 
non-unitary subspace is called the absolutely continuous one of 
a contraction. Obviously, the absolutely continuous subspace 
reduces a contraction. The corresponding part of a contraction 
is called the absolutely continuous one. If the absolutely 
continuous part of a contraction coincides with the contraction 
itself we call the contraction an absolutely continuous one. 
For instance, every completely non-unitary contraction is 
absolutely continuous. 

This concept of absolute continuity for contractions 
agrees very well with that for unitary operators. So it can 
be shown that the minimal unitary dilation of an absolutely 
continuous contraction is absolutely continuous (Proposition 
6.3 of [13,chapter II]). Consequently, denoting by 3C a c(U) the 
absolutely continuous subspace of the minimal unitary dilation 
U of T we obtain 

(2.3 ) * a C ( T ) - 3tn"X a o(U) £ tttac(U), 

where 3t a c(T) is the absolutely continuous subspace of T. The 
relation (2.3) yields that the absolutely continuous part U a c 

of U is a minimal unitary dilation of the abaolutely conti
nuous part T a c of T. 
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Furthermore, we can introduce the absolutely continuous 
residual and dual residual subspaces and parts of a minimal 
unitary dilation. Obviously, these subspaces can be regarded 
as the residual and dual residual subspaces of the minimal 
unitary dilation of the absolutely continuous part T a c of T. 

In order to consider a scattering theory we introduce two 
further contractions T_ and T + defined on the separable Hil-
bert spaces "3t_ and "ft. which we call the past and future 
free evolutions, respectively. For simplicity we assume through
out this note that these contractions are absolutely continuous. 

Further we assume the existence of two bounded linear 
operators J +: 4 t H "3t which we call the identification opera
tors. We define the wave operators W : "3C •—* "3t by 

(2.4 ) W_ = s-lim T* n J_Tn 

and 

(2.5 ) W + = s-lim T u J+T' i«n 
n->+°° + + 

We introduce the minimal unitary dilations U of T. defined on 
the dilation spaces % + . Extending the identification opera
tors J to operators T acting from Oi into 4̂ by 
j"+f = J +P^ f e W , f e 5f+, we are able to consider the dilation 

wave operators Я, , 

(2.6 ) О,. - s-lim U° J.U"n • - n-» + °o £ £ 

It can be shown that if the dilation wave operator SI, (fl,_) 
exists, then the operator actually acts only from the (dual) 



residual subspace of U (U_) into the absolutely continuous 
(dual) residual space of U, i.e. ker( £i+) 2 Tt + в &(U +), 
ima(aJ+) £ Ж, а 0 (I.e. ker( &_) 2. %ЭС_ в "K/^CUJ, ima( SiJ £ 
£ Tla°>-
Definition 2.2. The wave operator W (W_) is called complete if 
(i ) the dilation wave operator S&. (£l_) exists and 
(ii) iffi+ (SL_) is a partial isometry from the(dual) residual 

subspace of U (U_) into the absolutely continuous (dual) 
residual subspace of U, i.e ker(£b+) » "3l+© "ft (U+) and 
ima(SL+) = TR a c (i.e. ker(&_) = "3t_ © Тй*(и_) and 
ima(fl,_) = Ц а с ) . 
We note that the completeness of W. does not mean in ge

neral the completeness of the dilation wave operators. This is 
the case only if all involed contractions are unitary operators. 

Furthermore, it is interesting to remark that the comple
teness of W + (W_) yields that the (dual) residual part of U + 

(tJ_) and the absolutely continuous (dual) residual part of U 
are unitarily equivalent. 

How we say the 5-tuple Л a {.TjT+,T_}J+,J_} forms a com
plete scattering system if the wave operators W exist and are 
complete. 

With every complete scattering system Л we associate a 
scattering operator S defined by 

(2.7 ) S - W^W_ 

and a dilation scattering operator 2. defined by 

(2.8 ) Z - SL*£L • 
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Obviously, the dilation scattering operator intertwines 
the minimal unitary dilations U and U_, i.e. 

(2.9 ) U + I = I U . . 

Taking into account Definition 2.2 the dilation scattering 
operator is contraction which actually acts from the dual 
residual subspace of U_ into the residual subspace of U , i.e. 

(2.10) ker(X.) 2 1C_ © TR-̂ (U_) 

and 

(2.11) ima(S.) S 1?-(U+). 

Further it is useful to note that the scattering operator 
is the compression of the dilation scattering operator, i.e. 

(2.12) S - pr(21) « P.» ZT3C . 
+ 

Prom this representation it immediately follows that the scattering 
operator is also a contraction. Taking into account (2.7) we 
obtain that S is an intertwining contraction of T and T_, i.e. 

(2.13) ST + ш T_S. 

Since we have two scattering operators we obtain two inverse 
scattering problems which can be formulated as follows: Assume 
that the identification operators J and the free evolutions 
T + are given. 
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A) Let S: Tt_—» "Ж be an Intertwining contraction of T and 
T . Does there exist a contraction I on 31 such that 
<Л- «= \.T;T..,T_;J+,J_J forms a complete scattering system 
whose scattering operator coincides with S? 

B) Let 2.1 Ti_ >T<,+ be an intertwining contraction of U 
and U_ obeying (2.10) and (2.11). Does there exist a contraction 
I o n W such that -A = {.T;T+,T_;J+,J_} forms a complete 
scattering system whose dilation scattering operator coin
cides with Z ? 
First of all we note that a solution of the proposed pro

blems can be expected only if the Identification operators 
satisfy certain conditions. 
Definition 2.3. We say the Identification operators J + and J_ 
are admissible with respect to T, and T_ if there are two 
isometries P s 4fc. -—> «t such that 
( i ) ?;?_ «~o, 
(ii ) s-lim (F„ - J_)Tn = 0, 

n-»+« " 
(ill) s-lim (P. - J.)T*n - 0. 

n-»+°° 
For further applications we make the following 

Remark 2.4. Let T. = T я T„, "Jt. » "W = "K„ and J. - J = J„. 
' + — 0 ' + — О + - 0 

Then J and J are admissible with respect to T and T if and 
only if there is an isometry F : Mt—» Ж such that 
s-llm (F0 - J0)T^ =» 0 and в-lim (F - J„)T*n - 0. 
П—>+**э П-> + °° 

It can be shown that J and J_ are admissible with respect 
to T and T_ if «* » tT;T ,T_;J ,J_} is a complete scattering 
eysten. 

Immediately from Theorem 2.4 of [93 we obtain the following 
Theorem 2.5. Let T be two absolutely continuous unitary opera
tors on "K. and let J + and J_ be two Identification operators » 



which are admissible with respect to T + and T_. If S is an 
intertwining contraction of T + and T_, T +S = ST_, then there 
is a contraction T such that Л = {.T;T+,'J;_; J +, J_} forms a com
plete scattering system whose scattering operator coincides 
with S. 

Proof. We apply Theorem 2.3 of [9J to L + = \ X dE +(X ) and P +, 
where В (.) are the spectral measures of T . Obviously, S 
intertwines L and L_. Moreover, F and P_ are admissible with 
respect to L and L_. Consequently, there is a maximal dis-
sipative operator H on 9t such that Л' = {.H;L+,L_;F+,F_} 
forms a complete scattering system whose scattering operator 

iH* equals S. We set T = e . How it is not hard to show that the 
5-tuple Л = {.TjT ,T_; J , J_i solves the problem. Ш 

Corollary 2.6. If in addition S fulfils ker(S) = [o] and 
(ima(S))~ = '3C., then T can be chosen from C-... Moreover, if 
S is an isometry from "3£_ onto "K+, then T can be taken from 
the unitary operators on 3£ . 

Corollary 2.6 is a consequence of the Remarks 2.5 and 2.6 
of [91. We note that the additional conditions of Corollary 2.6 
are necessary if we assume that the scattering operator arises 
from a scattering system with a full evolution of the indicated 
classes. 

In the following the results will be essentially based on 
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6. 

3. Inverse problem 
In this section we try to extend Theorem 2.5 to the case that 
T + and T_ are arbitrary absolutely continuous contractions. 
To this end we remark that in distinction from Theorem 2.5 
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every intertwining contraction cannot be regarded as a scat
tering operator. 
Example 3.1. We consider the Hardy spaces 4t+ = H ('» , X+) 

[13,chapter V], where IT is the unit circle, i.e. t = 
= [ztl: Izl = l}, and JT are separable Hllbert spaces. We 
view l3£ as subspaces of L (T , X . ) . On "St we introduce the 
shift operators T + defined by (T+f)(z) = zf(z), f £ % + , z eT . 
The minimal unitary dilations of T + obviously coincide with 
the shift operators U + on %+ = L 2(T, JT+) given by (U+f)(z) = 
= zf(z), f 6 l30+, z e T . Taking into account Lemma 3.2 of 
[13,chapter V] the condition 

(3.1 ) T +S = ST_ 

yields the existence of a contractive analytic function 
IJT.t JC.\ 9(z)} such that the representation 

(3.2 ) (Sf)(z) = 0(z)f(z), 

f e ~K._, holds. Hence there are contractions S M obeying (3.1) 
However, this contraction S f 0 cannot be the scattering 
operator of a complete scattering system with the free evo
lutions T + and T_. To this end we remark that the residual sub-
space of U. is zero. Consequently, the dilation scattering 
operator must be zero. Taking Into account (2.11) the scattering 
operator must be zero which contradicts S 4 0. 

The condradictlon of Example 3.1 was obtained by taking 
into account the condition (2.12). In the following we want 
to clarify the meaning of this condition. 

We Introduce the limits D,, 
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(3.3 ) D. = (s-llm T n T * n ) 1 / 2 , 
n->+« 

and D_, 

(3.4 ) D_ = (s-lim Т^п T n ) 1 / 2 , 
n-*+oo 

which exist. Let Э + - (D+'3t+)" £ Ч£ +. Чу 

(3.5 ) C*D+f = D+T*f, 

f £ "ae+, and 

(3.6 ) G_D_f = D_T_f, 

f t l3t_, we associate two isometries G and G_ with T and T_. 
We call G the associated co-isometry of T. and G_ the asso
ciated isometry of T_. Further, by К.,.) we denote the set 
of intertwining contractions of two bounded operators. 
Lemma 3.2. Let T + and T_ be two contractions on 4t. and 3t_, 
respectively, and let S be a contraction acting from 4t_ into 
*3C . Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1 )3Zei(U +,Uj obeying ker(2.)2 Sl_ © V,JiVj and 

ima(2) & TR.(D+) such that S = pr(2L). 
(11 ) 3rei(G+,G_) such that S - В +ГВ_. 
(ill) S ei(T+,T_) and 

(3.7 ) 2Re(Tll-D2'f,Sg) + ISgl2 «• UD +fl 2 + «D.gJ2 

for every f 6 <K and g e 4t_. 

il 



(1т ) S&I(T+,T_) and 

(3.3 ) 2Re(S*f,Vl-Df g) -> tS*fH2 4 «D +f» 2 + »D_gll2 

for every f £ 4t and g Ь^.. 
Proof. We use the following proof scheme (1Н=»(11)^Ц**<. 
(1)—>(ii)« We consider the linear operators B +: **—» *3C 
defined by B + = Рэдц jP^ and B_ « В ^ ц j ^ • Taking into 

account (2.1) and (2.2) and considering the polar decompo
sitions of В we get B + ж v D , where V and V_ are partial 
isometries, ranges of which are subspacea of the residual 
and dual residual subspaces of U + and U_, respectively. Set
ting Г = T*IV_i a_—» B + we find a contraction Г Buch 
that S = D +TD_. Because of U*B+ = B +T* » V +G*D + and U_B_ > 
- B_T_ •= V_G_D_ we immediately obtain Г & I(G+,G_). 
(ii)<=(i): By G we denote the minimal unitary dilations of 
G defined on the dilation spaces "a , Э £ 3D . Applying 
Proposition 2.2 of [13«chapter III there is a contraction 
T fe I(G"+,G"_) such that П = pr("T ). By V^ = s-lim cj V^TJ"' G-n 

'+ 
V = s-lim U " V Vf. u 

V +, Tff"°&+
 = v+i ranges of which are subspaces of the residual 

and dual residual subspaces of 'J and U_, respectively. Ob
viously, we have U*7 + = "v+G"+*and U_T_ = VJL- Setting 
51 = V Г "v_: tH_—» W> we get a contraction belonging to 
I(U+,U_) and obeying ker(Z) 2 X _ @ ~Rk(VJ and ima(Z) £ 

£ TL(U+). The simple calculation S » D +PD_ = D +~D_ » 
• D

+
TJT+~^_ V- D- " p « 2.Г*. - pr(Z) completes this part of 

the proof. 
(li)^-(iil): Because of r£i(G +,G_), (3.5) and (3.6) we ob-
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tain Se.I(T.,T_). Further we estimate 

2Re(\T:-D2 f,Sg) + ilSgll2 

(3.9 ) • 2Re(D+f,Vl-D^'rD_g) + lD + rp_g!l 2 ^ 

4 |ID +f1 2 + JTD_g|2 4 | D + f » 2 + l'D_gB2, 

1 fe % +, g 6 4t_. 
( i i i ) - ^ ( i i ) : Setting f-0 we find «Sgll2 *• ID_gl 2 , g £ & _ . 
Hence there i s a contraction Xi 3}^—» Tt such that S » XD_ 
(Corollary 7-2 of [5, p.1251) holds. We get 

(3.10) 2ReCvi-D2 f,Xh) + llhll 2 & HP+fll2 + Ihll 2, 

hfcX>_. bet f « V l - D 2 f , f ' 6 4 e + . Prom (3.10) we obtain 

(3.11) IID+f - Xh||2 6 IID+f'l| 2 - 2Re(X*f\h) + »hll2 

which yields the estimate 

(3.12) |X*f'l! 2 4 UD+f'll2 + a x V - h i 2 , 

f • fc 4J , h fc 5>_. Choosing h - X*f • we find II X*f«II <• IIB+f 'II, 
f b W + . Using again Corollary 7-2 of [5,p. 125] there is a 
unique contraction X: Э ; — » Й such that X a y * D + ' Hence 
we obtain the representation S - D YD_. It remains to show 
X<=-I(G+,G_). But this follows from ST_ » D +X8_D_ • T +S • 
- D +C +YD_. 
(ii )<=•>{!•): We establish this part of the proof applying the 
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previous considerations to S = D_ Г D +. Ш 
Corollary 3.3. 
(v ) If in addition ker(T*) = i.o] , then (i) - (iv) are equi

valent to llSgll ̂  UD_gll, g£ ,K_. 
(vi) If in addition ker(T+) = {6\, then (i) - (iv) are equi

valent to 4 S*f ft ̂ lD+f», f 6 W.+. 
Proof. (v)=}(ii): Since ker(T*) = {.0} we have (ima(T_))~ = "&_. 
Hence G_ is a unitary operator on '&_. Using the representation 
S » XD_ we obtain X£I(T +,G_). Consequently, we find 

(3.13) HX*f« = HGlnZ f I = JXT*nf» 4, HT*nfl, 

n = 0,1,2,... which implies IX*f I * lD+f I, f &^ +. Now we 
repeat the considerations of (iii)=^(ii). 
(ii^tv): This part of the proof is obvious. 
(vi>«?=*(ii): We replace S by S*. • 
Нешагк З.4. If S can be represented in accordance with (i) of 
Lemma 3.2, then S possesses a contractive intertwining dila
tion S [131 such that its unique extension to an intertwining 
contraction of the minimal unitary dilations И and U_ coin
cides with X . Consequently, conditions (iii) - (vi) describe 
a certain class of intertwining dilations with certain, exten
sion properties. 
Remark 3.5. In general the representation S = pr(X) of (i) 
is not unique. Uniqueness can be obtained if ker(T*) • •(.o} or 
k*r(T+) - to}. 

Considering the inverse problem we have to answer the 
question A and В assuming that the identification operators 
J + and J_ are admissible with respect to T. and T_. Because 
of Example 3.1 the answer to A is in general not affirmative. 
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On account of lemma 3.2 it is necessary to restrict the class 
of intertwining contractions by the condition (3.7) or (3.8). 
The problem В has in every case a solution. 
Theorem 3.6. Let T be two absolutely continuous contractions 
on "ЭС and let J and J_ be two identification operators which 
are admissible with respect to I, and T_. 
A) If S£I(T+,T_) obeys either (3.7) or (3.8), then there is 

a contraction ( on % such that ot = •f.T;T+,T_iJ. ,J_} is a 
complete scattering system whose scattering operator coin
cides with S. 

B) If £ £ I(U+,UJ obeys ker(Z) 2 K _ 0 "fcJUj and 
ima(X) - l&dJj.), then there is a contraction T on "3t 
such that •Л ж {.T;T+,T_;J+,J_} is a complete scattering 
system, dilation scattering operator of which coincides 
with 2.. 

Proof. To prove В we note that if J. and J_ are admissible with 
respect to T and T_, then there are isometries P.: 'ЭС—> *3( 
which In addition to the conditions (i) - (ill) of Definition 3.2 
fulfil 

(3.14) dim('3t©(i,

+

,ae+©F_se_)) - +°°. 

The proof of this refinement follows from the fact that for 
every absolutely continuous contraction T there is a pro
jection P 0 with dim(ima(P0)) • + » such that s-llm P i " о о. 
We leave the proof of this assertion to the reader. 

On account of (3.14) the isometries V t"X can be extended 
to isometries l +: ^ — * ** t * + Г 2 + « 1"+гаЗ+, ranges of which 
are orthogonal, i.e. F+?_ * 0. Here and in the following we 
use the notation of Lemma 3.2. 
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Further we remark that the ranges of V and V_ are not 
only subspaces of the residual and dual residual aubspaces 
of U and U_, respectively, but coincide with those. To prove 
this for T_ let f bTt4(U_) &V_£>_. We find 

llfll = lim IIP Unfll = lim IID_V*Unf II = 
n-»+°° - " n-»+°° 

(3.15) 
= lim llD_T*Unfll = lim HDJGnV*fl *• UV*f' = 0 

n-> + ~ - - - n-»+«•» 

which implies f = 0. 
Y/e introduce the identification operators П_: TB„(U_)—»3C 

and Гк: "R,(U\)—» "3t defined by П. = F.T* which are iso-
metries satisfying the condition П + П_ = О. Denoting by R + 

and R_ the residual and dual residual parts of U and U_, 
R + = U+riR,(U+) and R_ = u_nfc,,(U_), we can apply Theorem 2.5 
to R , R_, П and П_. Hence there is a contraction T on 'K 
such that J-' = {T;R ,R_; П +, П_J forms a complete scattering 
system, whose scattering operator coincides with Z. regarded 
as a contraction acting from "Й*(и_) into T?,(U). 

Denoting by П +: 'Hr-*> *3(, extensions of П given by 

show that the identification operators П and J are equiva
lent with respect to U +, i.e. s-lim (Tf - T )U"n = 0. To 

— П-*£©о — — — 
verify this equivalence it is enough to establish 
lim ( TT+ - 5"+)U"nf » 0 for every f 6 "St . ',7e get 
n—^i=o — — — — 

lim (TT -T_)\Pt = lim (F_D_ - J )T?£ = 
(3.16) 

= lim IF_(D_-I~ )Tnf + (F_-J_)Tnf} = 0, 
п-ъ+°° - ~ 2_ 

feW.. Analogously we find lim ( П - J )U*n = 0. 
n-.+«> 



Using this fact and the completeness of >A* с {.I;R+,K_; 
П ., n_"i we find that the dilation wave operators 
Оь. - s-lim U° 3+U? n exist and are partial isometries from 
"- П-»£оо — — 

the residual or dual residual subspaces of U + and U_ Into the 
absolutely continuous residual or dual residual subspaces of U. 
But the existence of the dilation ware operators yields the 
existence of the ware operators W . Hence we find that 
•Л • {.TjT ,T_;J ,J_J is a complete scattering system whose 
dilation scattering operator coincides with Z.. 

To prove A we take into consideration Lemma 3.2 and B.• 
Corollary 3.7» If in addition Z. satisfies the conditions 
ker(2.) - %_ © ^(U,) and (ima(Z))" - TR,(U+), then T can 
be chosen from С.... 

If 21 is a partial isometry from *К>*(и_) onto "R(U+), then 
T can be chosen from the unitary operators on "*•. 

Corollary 3.7 follows from Corollary 2.6. Unfortunately, 
it seems to be Impossible, to find a simple characterization 
of those scattering operator* which arise from scattering 
systems full evolution of which belongs to the class C... or 
to the class of unitary operators. The obvious conditions 
ker(S) - **._©.£>_ and (ima(S))~ • S + seem to be neither 
necessary nor sufficient for the solution of this problem. 
Example 3.8. We consider the Hardy spaces %_ > H 2(T , JT_) 

and Tt+ - L 2(T, JT+) © H 2 ( I , JT+). On W ± - L 2(l, X + ) we 
Introduce the multiplication operators U given by 
(U+f)(s) - *f(s), ft*/ + ) *еЛ . We set T_ = V_Vlt_ and T + « 
• P +U +f»t +. Obviously, the minimal unitary dilations of T 
coincide with U +. Taking into account (2.1) and (2.2) we see 
that the residual and dual residual subspaces of U. and U_ 
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coincide with X + and ЪС_. Consequently, choosing some in
finite dimensional Hilbert space and some isometries 
P +: '^5.+-—>Vt obeying F*F_ = 0 acid using Theorem 3.6 we find 
that every intertwining contraction Z of U and U_ can be re
garded as a dilation scattering operator of some complete 
scattering system. But Z£I(U +,U_) Implies the existence of 
a measurable contraction-valued function \_-J~_, JC.i 9 (z)} such 
that 21 can be represented by 

(3.17) (Xf)(z) » 9(z)f(z), 

z &T , f e*3£_. The scattering operator is now the compression 
of the dilation scattering operator. Denoting by 9 the multi
plication operator induced by {JT_, ̂ "+i S (a)j we get that 
every operator S of the form 

(зле) s . p., ef«_ 
*+ 

can be viewed as a scattering operator. But operators of the 
form (3.18) are usually called generalized Hankel operators 
[1i]. Since every generalized Hankel operator with norm less 
than one admits the representation (3.18) we have found that 
every contractive generalized Hankel operator is a scattering 
operator of some natural associated scattering system. 

The generalized Hankel operators reduce to the usual 
Hankel operators setting JC - JT_ » С Hence,every contractive 
Hankel operator is a scattering operator. But a Hankel operator 
can be compact. Therefore,it is quite possible that a scat-
taring operator is compact or even nuclear or finite dimen
sional. This effect Is new and cannot occur in the case of 
unitary free evolutions. 
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Furthermore, we remark that in general the representation 
(3.18) la not unique. This means, If there is a contractive 
analytic function $Jf_, JT+; 60(.)} such that {J<"_, JT+; Q(.) + 
+ 60(.)j le a contractive-valued function too, then we have 
S » P 3 £ ( e + 9„)ГЭ«_-Р д с9Г'Зе_. Hence,we obtain different 

dilation scattering operators for one and the same scattering 
operator. Since the inverse scattering problem has been solved by 
using the dilation scattering operator we naturally get dif
ferent solutions of the Inverse problem. But this is only one of 
the sources of nonuniqueness of the Inverse problem. 

4. Lax-Philllpa scattering theory with losses 
Considering a Lax-Phillips scattering theory, which does not 
fulfil the so-called completeness condition, we are confronted 
with the fact that the time evolution of certain scattering 
states cannot be described by the free evolution. We call these 
scattering states the lost states. The problem now is to find 
an orthogonal extension of the free evolution by a unitary 
operator such that the extended free evolution describes the 
time evolution of all scattering states including the lost 
states. 

Under certain assumptions concerning the Lax-Phillips 
scattering theory this extension was constructed In [12]. 
An essential tool In order to solve this problem was a certain 
symmetrized variant of the Poias-Sz.Hagy functional model of 
contraction. It was assumed that the associated contraction 

has no unitary and lsometrical parts and that the spectrum of 
this contraction consists only of isolated eigenvalues In the 
interior of the unit circle, furthermore, it waa assumed that 
every txlangulation of the associated contraction does not con
tain any C Q 1 or C| 0 parts. 
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In the following wo cive a new proof of this result omit
ting all the additional conditions made in C12~1. Ths proof 
will be based on the solution of the inverse scattering pro
blem and therefore different from [12]. Koreover, we give the 
answer in a necessary and sufficient manner. 

In order to facilitate the comparison with [123 we use 
the notation of [121 so far as possible. Let I V 1 } n £ W and 
{V11} . w be two unitary groups acting on the separable Hilbert 
spaces «& and % , Ж с, ̂  , respectively. It is assumed that 
"Э? can be decomposed into two subspaces <Q_ and Л , 
*ЭС о 5b_ © Э , such that the following conditions are fulfil
led: 
<i ) v 0 a + £, a + , v * a . ь э. 
( i i ) VrZ>+ = V o ra_ , V*r3_ = V*r3_ 
(in) V у"»4 = v у»э = «„ 

ntlN ° + n£»J ° - ° 
ntM ° + ntH ° 

(v ) v IP'SL «не. 
ntN 

The completeness condition V трЙ. - V V й S « & is not 
new + ntw 

assumed. By J Q: ;". -> ̂ , we denote the natural embedding opera
tor of "3f into ou . It can be shown that the conditions (i) -
- (vi) imply the existence of the wave operators W (V,T ), 

(4.1 ) W.(V,V) - s-lim V" J V" B, 
— П-» + ro U U n-»±c-j 

where the projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace 
of T Q can be omitted because V Q is absolutely continuous 
((i),(iii),(iv)). Talcing into account (il) and (v) the same 
holds for V. Consequently, we can identify the subspace of 
scattering states of V with the whole space "X. Now it is not hard to 
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see that the ranges of the «are operators W+(V,V ") coincide 
with the subspaees V 7° 3) £ £ . Since V v" д + Й or 

ntW + nfcM * 
V 7° 3 f i at least one of the residual subcpaces "ft = & © 
new 
m V V°S and T8 4- i£© V V йЙ., elements of which we 

new " * new 
have called the lost states, i s different from zero. 

The problem now i s to find a unitary operator V. on 
W » "i© Se o euch that the ware operators W+(7,V0 © 7 , ) -
- s-lim V n ( 7 ~ n © v r n ) P a c ( T © 7 , ) exist and are complete, i . e . 

n->+~> ' ° ' 
ima(\T + (V,7 0 ©7 1 )) » Э6 . 

To solve this problem we introduce the associated con
traction T on ЧС defined by I a P-^fK. It is easily seen 
that 7 is a unitary dilation of T but in general not a minimal 
unitary dilation. A minimal unitary dilation U can be obtained by 
introducing the subspace .K» * V v"^ and setting U • 7Г36. 

n£!H 
Nevertheless it can be shown that the residual subspaces "Я 
and "5u„ coincide with the residual and dual residual subspaces 
of U. Taking into account this fact the following lemma can 
be proved. 
Lemma 4.*. The wave operators V+(7,7 ® V.) exist and are com
plete if and only if the wave operators W = s-lim TnVTnP*°(71) 
and V • a-lim T* nV nF a o(7 i) exist and are complete . n-»+°° 
Proof. Denoting by J1 the embedding operator of Ж into % we 
see that the existence of W +(V,V ( J©V 1) yields the existence 
of u. - S-IIM UnJ.v7nPac(T7) - s-lim 7 nJ 17T nP a o(7 1) -

•* П-»±<Х> ' ' ' П->±°0 ' ' ' 
" " + < v » v

0 © V 1" 3* * B u * * n e "xl»t*nce of SL+ implies the 
existence of W +. Hence Si+ Is the dilation vrave operator of 
» +. Since * +(7,T e©» t) are complete,the dilation wave opera
tors 9J + and £l_ are partial isometries from the. absolutely 
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continuous subspace of V* onto the residual and dual residual 
subspaces of U. 

Conversely, if the wave operators W exist and are complete, 
then the dilation wc.ve operators SL and SL. exist and are par
tial isometries from the absolutely continuous subspace of V-
onto the residual and dual residual subspaces "& and Tu* of U. 
Using this it is an easy exercise to conclude the existence 
and completeness of W +(V,V 0© V\|). Ш 
Theorem 4.2. Let (j") N and l^] n 6iN b e unitary groups defined 
on the separable Hilbert spaces » and 'Эй, respectively, such 
that the conditions (1) - (v) are fulfilled. There is a uni
tary operator V1 on ^K» A © ^ such that the wave operators 
W (V,V © V,) exist and are complete if and only if the unitary 
operators R » V MR. and R* = V М 1 4 are unitarily equivalent. 
Proof. The necessity of Theorem 4.2 follows from Lemma 4.1. To 
prove the converse we note that R and R*. coincide with the re
sidual and dual residual parts of the minimal unitary dilation 
U of the associated contraction T. The associated contraction 
T Is absolutely continuous. Let 1 be a partial isometry acting 
from TRi* onto TRJ and establishing the unitary equivalence of 
R* and R. Owing to Corollary 3*7 and Remark 2.4 there is a 
unitary operator V., on St such that «* « (т1;Т,Т;1^,1зс1 forms 
a complete scattering system the dilation scattering operator of 
which coincides with Z . How transforming the considerations 
of [6^ to our discrete case the ware operators W • 

- s-lin VT"!11 and W - s-lim V?T*n are complete if and only if 
П-»+°° " n->+oo 

the w»Ye operators W • s-lim т" 0^* 0^.,) and W -

- a-lim T nvT nF a c(V 1) exist and are complete. Using Lemma 4.1 

we complete the proof. • 
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Corollary 4.3. Let Iv"},,^ and {.v£] n £ W be as before and let 
T be the associated contraction of V. If there are no subspaces 
,3t01 and 4t 1 0 different from zero and invariant for T and T*, 
respectively, such that T Г* 0 1 £ C Q 1 and Tt"3t10 £. n Q 1, then 
there ie a unitary operator V- on l3t= л, © Е̂ such that the 
wave operetors W.(V,V ©V..) exist and are complete. 
Proof. Using Theorem 4.1 of [13,chapter II] we find that a tri-
angulation of type (b) of T reduces.to the form 

(4.2 ) 
°00 * * 
О 0„ * 

Let U... be the minimal unitary dilation of the C... part of the 
triangulation (4.2). Taking into account the special form of 
(4.2) it is not hard to see that the residual and dual resi
dual parts of U and U^ coincide. Owing to Proposition 3.5 
(c) of [13,chapter II] the residual and dual residual parts 
of U*.. are unitarily equivalent. Applying Theorem 4.2 we com
plete the proof. • 
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Найдхард X. Е5-88-726 
Об обратной задаче диссипативной теории рассеяния. III 

При рассмотрении теории рассеяния в классе сжимающих операторов на гиль
бертовых пространствах решается обратная задача в операторно-теоретическом 
смысле. Решение находим при очень общих предположениях, допуская, что сво
бодные эволюции различны для различных направлений времени и что не толь
ко возмущенная или полная эволюция, но также и свободные эволюции заданы 
при сжимающих операторах. Доказано, что класс сжимающих операторов Ганке-
ля можно рассматривать как множество операторов рассеяния. Отсюда появля
ется возможность того, что оператор рассеяния будет компактен. Далее, ре
зультат применялся к так называемой теории рассеяния Лакса - Филлипса с 
потерями при восстановлении совершенно другим путем результата Б.С.Павлова 
о пополнении этой теории. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 

Препщргг Объединенного iatcnnyTa ядерных исследований. Дубна 1988 

Neidhart H. E5-88-726 
On the Inverse Problem of a Dissipative Scattering Theory. Ill 

Considering a scattering theory in the class of contractions on Hilbert 
spaces one solves the inverse problem in an operator-theoretical manner. 
The solution is obtained under the very general assumptions that the free 
evolutions are different for different time directions end that not only 
the perturbed or full evolutions but also the free evolutions are given 
by contractions. It is shown that the class of contractive Hankel opera
tors can be viewed as a set of scattering operators. This implies the pos
sibility that the scattering operator can be compact. Moreover, the result 
is applied to the so-called Lax-Phillips scattering theory with losses 
restoring a result of B.S.Pavlov on the completion of this theory in a 
quite different manner. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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